


 OVERVIEW

Ford’s Roadside is a modern day “roadside” chicken stand that serves a classic American menu of quality down-home chicken 
sandwiches, customizable chicken baskets, crinkle-cut fries, shakes, frozen custard, seasonal fruit hand-pies, beer and wine. 
It’s fresh and simple, high-quality food, sourced from local producers and offered at a great value.

Ford’s Roadside is a fun and lively community-gathering place with widespread appeal. The ambiance, food quality and 
the service all fit perfectly into a fast-casual mold that is well suited for the fast-casual market. The ambiance is warm and 
cozy like a sit down restaurant. After you order from the counter the service model is indistinguishable from casual dining, 
delivering much more to the customer than a traditional counter model: Food is delivered to the customer’s table, drinks are 
refilled, and the table is bussed for the customer. 

Our tagline “Chicken Done Right” represents our commitment to offering both, high-quality ingredients traditionally only 
reserved for finer restaurants, made fresh every day, along with the speed, convenience and value of the fast-casual format. 

The menu is limited and moderately priced between fast food and casual dining restaurants at $13-15 per guest.

“As a chef who has been known for more upscale operations, it’s a fun way for me to add my culinary 
instincts to another segment of the market. Everything we touch is done with care.”

· Chef Ben Ford ·



 DESIGN 

Our design deals with honest materials that look like what they are. You can 
see the natural grain of woods, feel the smoothness of the poured concrete 
below your feet, and feel the natural light pouring in through the steel casement 
windows. It’s modern design with a human soul. 

The space is designed to be accessible and affordable, a casual dining restaurant 
with a subtle embodiment of classic mid-century style and a nod to sleek space 
age design. Polished subway tile gives the open kitchen a clean look and a stark 
contrast to the industrial wainscot wraps and dark solid surface counter tops. 
Classic warehouse pendant lighting, chicken wire globe pendants, exposed 
ductwork, along with cinema style and peg style menu boards that convey our 
message and help finish out the look.

The décor is inviting with an eclectic mix of walnut and steel schoolhouse 
chairs and stools mixed with colorful steel cafe chairs. Deep pleated steel blue 
banquettes and breadboard or butcher block tables helps to create a look that is 
casual and welcoming.

The pea gravel outdoor dining space with wooden picnic benches offers a 
communal place to gather for large groups. Tall teak and gunmetal square tables 
surrounded by colorful powder coated counter stools along an outdoor counter 
finish out the look. 



 FOOD PROGRAM / MENU 

A slight twist on the classics helps to create a menu that is exciting but uncomplicated and already familiar to the American 
palate.

We pride ourselves in delivering supreme quality food using responsibly sourced ingredients. We believe that good food 
travels the shortest possible distance between the farm and the table. So we source the very best from our local community 
when possible. Our chicken is 100% organic and delivered fresh daily. Our seasonal fruit hand-pies will be prepared locally, 
thereby reinforcing our commitment to our community.

Our chicken isn't served blazing hot, we let our chicken rest to allow the flavors and juices to settle, creating a more tender 
and juicy piece of chicken. Pickle brined, then fried crispy, smoked ‘n’ pulled or flame-broiled to perfection and served on a 
lightly toasted soft bun or in a basket with a choice of one of our healthy slaws or crinkle cut fries. All baskets and sandwiches 
are served with a bottle of our house-made hot pepper sauce on the side. 



 FOOD PROGRAM / MENU 
The ability to customize a portion of the menu is important to attracting our guest. Our menu gives them the ability to design 
their own experience, by offering sandwich options and creative baskets combinations. 

A young person's menu will be offered with smaller portioned offering in addition to baskets with healthy options.

We will provide a menu geared towards large groups and work with delivery services to facilitate a seamless and timely 
delivery.

Beyond what’s printed on your menu, we will offer a “Secret Menu” that will include the option cold fried chicken, the double 
meat “Thunderbird” the “Ladybird” wrapped in crispy lettuce leaves and the “Firebird”, drenched in our house made hot 
pepper sauce.

With the present renaissance of craft breweries that share our dedication to fine ingredients, we will offer exquisitely crafted 
domestic beers along with wines made with California grapes on tap. 

Fresh squeezed lemonade, hibiscus ice tea, and sweet tea in addition to sodas and custard based shakes that are the real 
deal. 



 MENU



 BRAND EXPERIENCE

Just to start with you are greeted as you enter and thanked as you leave. Our “Yes Sir, Yes Ma’am” service approach fortifies 
the feeling of being well cared for while you are guest. Our design, our menu and our lively music driven atmosphere are 
packaged cohesively into an experience that is comfortable, fun and friendly. 



· Photo friendly food
· Millennial friendly
·  Very strong traditional and social media

presence
·  Collaborative web presence with Chef

Ford and his team.
·  Locations will have free Wi-Fi, online

ordering and more electrical outlets to
power up electronics.

·  Make a connection with our restaurant
by incorporating highly relevant, visual
elements into overall messaging,

·  Creating a connection between mobile
applications, the dining experience, and
online marketing allows our customer to
connect with us, and keeps our business
top-of-mind.

·  Subtle in-store messaging that speaks
to our quality ingredients and our
commitment to quality is well integrated
into the design as well as the menu
boards.

 MARKETING 

Instead of marketing solely via traditional media such as print, 
television or radio, we will invest in building a loyal social media 
following enabling us to compete without a big marketing budget.

Social media is a low-cost yet effective medium to market our great 
products and services. By researching our target audience, and 
creating compelling messaging and monitoring our progress we will 
produce results that are worthwhile and inexpensive compared to 
traditional marketing.

It’s important for us to have satisfied customers who will become our 
brand advocates, recommending their family and friends to try our 
products and services. Think of social media as word of mouth–online. 
With a solid social media marketing strategy in place, we will find the 
right audience quicker and more efficiently, converting them into loyal 
customers and with an endless stream of referrals.

We will be chumming the waters so to speak and creating buzz 
prior to opening with a series of appearances at high profile events 
in the Los Angeles area and Popups in locations we feel fits our 
demographic.



 THE NATIONAL MARKET 

In the US, demographics are changing. Tastes and preferences are shifting. As a result, there is an opportunity to reinvent 
the old wheel. Americans are interested in an upscale chicken, particularly of the fried-and-sandwiched-variety, but in other 
iterations as well: Nashville hot, rotisserie, even nuggets designed for grownup palates. 

Chains like KFC, Popeye’s and Chick-fil-A have saturated the Quick Service Restaurants end of the chicken spectrum, but 
just how big the-fast casual chicken segment can become is an exciting notion. In essence, our aim with Ford’s Roadside is to 
dominate the untapped market for elevated, ingredient-focused chicken in a fast-casual setting. The demand is there; market 
research firm NPD Group found that chicken sales at fast-food restaurants grew 3 percent to $5.4 billion for the year ending 
last March. That was at a steeper pace than burger sales, which were up just 1 percent.

What’s driving the trend? Steadily affordable chicken prices coupled with easier to source, higher-quality products, according 
to the USDA, as well as fried chicken nostalgic Americans and a Millennial generation that is coming of age that care more 
about food being fresh, less processed and with fewer artificial ingredients than they are concerned with calories.

"The audience is there. They want bespoke chicken. They don't want the Colonel. They don't want 
Popeyes. They want the bespoke experience. I think that's really, really important." 

· Andrew Zimmern ·



 THE NATIONAL MARKET 

Good news for fried chicken, with a few exceptions, fried chicken has been stuck in fast food mode with chains like Chick-
fil-A preferring to appeal to a demographic that is less interested in the quality of their food and leaving the market wide 
open for elevated, ingredient-focused chicken concept designed for a younger generation looking for quick options that are 
done with wholesome ingredients.

Despite all the up and comers, KFC, Chick-Fil-A, and Popeye’s. stand apart as the dominant players in the Quick-Service 
Restaurant space. These three goliaths dominate the market and the consumer’s mindshare when it comes to QSR. Of the 
three, only Chick-Fil-A focuses on the chicken sandwich segment.

The market leaders in the Fast-Casual chicken restaurant space are Saxby’s, El Pollo Loco and Boston Market? None of which 
focus on the chicken sandwich segment. 

We feel the national market is wide open for this developing fast-casual chicken niche. Urban areas where our concept, 
demographics and site requirements work are plentiful. 



 THE LOS ANGELES MARKET 

Los Angeles, CA is the largest city in California and the 2nd most populous county in the United States with just over 10 
million people. The city is the cultural and economic center of Southern California, with hospitality and tourism at the heart 
of its economy. Los Angeles with its storybook history is the birthplace of both the entertainment and aerospace industries, 
is now experiencing a burgeoning internet ecosystem, with attractions including world-class museums, performing arts 
venues and conference centers. Millions of visitors along with the resident population together spend billions of dollars 
annually on restaurants ranging from fine dining to fast food.

Los Angeles population is growing and getting younger. In fact, with the exception of Seattle, the Los Angeles area’s rate 
of millennial growth far outstripped that of New York, Boston, Chicago and San Francisco.

The Millennial and hip Gen X population 
(see map) are our target market and will 
help garner an influential cliental with the 
willingness to have an experience if it speaks 
to some of their key values, like better quality 
ingredients, craft beer and wine. Millennials 
go out to eat a lot and dining habits are 
drastically different from prior generations. 
Their definition of "healthy" is totally 
different; valuing quality and freshness 
over calories and creating a mindset 
primed to reinvent another American 
classic, fried chicken. 

 MARKET 



 THE LOS ANGELES MARKET 

We feel Los Angeles and the surrounding market is strong for a fast-casual chicken concept with only a handful of players 
dabbling with chicken in the market. 

The demographics in the neighborhoods we are targeting are well suited to our concept, and with the continued growth of 
Los Angeles and the potential for exposure, we feel it’s the perfect location to launch Ford’s Roadside.

Elevated concepts like Plan Check produce a great sandwich, but conceptually don’t focus on chicken, and with a sticker 
price of $16.00, they’ve effectively priced themselves out of real competition with the fast-casual or QRS market. 
In the fast casual or QRS market there are three players, all located in downtown Los Angeles; Ludo Bird is a fried chicken 
sandwich concept located inside Staples Center, its well-known but difficult to experience without buying a ticket to an 
event. Howling’ Rays is a Nashville style hot chicken, they offer sandwiches and bone-in fried chicken that has people lining 
up. Birdie’s also in downtown Los Angeles serves bone-in fried chicken, gourmet coffee and creative donuts. All are single 
store concepts with a check average of $9-$13 a sandwich. Chick-fil-a with its national reputation in the fast food market, 
is new to Los Angeles with four units and more in the works.



 LOCAL MARKET COMPETITION 

Full Service ($14 - $15 sandwich)

  Plan Check 351 N Fairfax Ave

Plan Check 1111 Wilshire Blvd

Plan Check 1800 Sartell Blvd

Fast-Casual/QSR ($9 - $13 sandwich)

Howling' Rays 727 N Broadway

Ludo Bird 1111 S Figueroa St.

Birdie's 314 W Olympic Blvd

Ford’s Roadside ($7.75 – 8.75 sandwich)

Potential locations

Fast Food ($3.29 – 4.69 sandwich)

Chick-fil-a 11750 Jefferson Blvd

Chick-fil-a 900 Westwood Blvd

Chick-fil-a 6750 W Sunset Boulevard

Chick-fil-a 3758 S Figueroa St. 



 EXPANSION

Chef Ben Ford is a special kind of chef. He knows how create success by combining the right ingredients: decades of 
experience and refined skills that give him the ability to see a vision from every angle. Adept at restaurant development 
having piloted several concepts from their inception, Chef Ford and his team will take every location from imagination to the 
culmination of a fully built out Ford’s Roadside restaurant. 

It’s vital to our growth to maintain our concept’s culture as we expand to new locations. Disposing of the notion that food 
made quickly has to be precooked in favor of quality ingredients and customer experience. By delivering the highest quality, 
most delicious food; we will create a place where people love to come together in the neighborhood; and offer great value.

To do so we must create status within each community we engage. Everything from our site-selection strategy to our hiring 
practices will be designed to help us maintain our original vision. To help us achieve our goals, it’s our brand’s guidelines and 
our team will help us maintain our identity during expansion and for years to come.

Phase 2

Central commissaries will save time and space while still providing the operation with product control and allowing us to fit 
into smaller footprints and expanding our opportunities to engage heavy foot traffic.



 SITE SELECTION 

We are confident in Chef Ben Ford’s reputation and our ability to engage customers. We will follow our model by rolling out 
in ‘influencer’ neighborhoods that will allow us to achieve very high gross sales per unit by making them special. 

Our strategy places us next to the type of retail stores or shops that already appeal to our demographic. Locating next to 
businesses like Pets Coffee, Whole Foods or Trader Joes make sense because these businesses cater to the same customer. 
We will focus on the ecology of desirable retail environments, their specific demographic targets and symbiotic relationships 
with stores that drive the same customer.

Site Requirements

· Interior space of 2,000 square-feet +/- 400 square feet in a one-story building.
·  Total indoor “customer space” of 1,200 square feet that includes an 800-square-feet area for indoor seating (50 diners at

18 tables, plus counter seating for 8-10) and an indoor 400 square-feet of additional customer space for guests to line up,
a vestibule and a corridor along with restrooms.

·  Kitchen and operational space of 800 square-feet. 400 square feet of cooking space, another 250 square feet for active
storage, a 50-square-foot office and 100 square feet for mechanical space and dead storage.

· An 800-square-foot patio for outdoor seating for 44 at approximately eight tables
· Parking
· Stubbed out utilities, HVAC, hoods, grease trap and bathrooms all in place, to code and adequate for our operations.



 SITE SELECTION

Phase 2 

In the future, Ford’s Roadside will offer a flexible floor plan and service formats that accommodate various venue types. Our 
Phase 2 plan includes a commissary that will allow us to be more consistent and profitable on the multi store level, and will 
allow us to fit into a variety of smaller footprints in high-pedestrian traffic locations like casinos, hotels, airports, food courts, 
sports facilities, universities and lifestyle centers.



 OUR TEAM

Our team have owned and operated everything from Quick Service restaurants to Fine Dining restaurants. That gives us 
the unique ability to understand the gamut of restaurant formats, and based on our collective past experiences, allows us to 
combine the best parts of various restaurant formats into the fresh-casual space with the full understanding of which parts 
were successful in the past.

What Our Team Brings

·  An internationally acclaimed, award winning reputation for
culinary excellence and innovation.

·  A deep and varied operational experience having created and managed fine
and casual dining, award winning venues for 20 years.

· A unique sensitivity to the needs and desires of the community.
·  A seasoned “hands-on” team of food professionals who personally oversee

operation(s).
· Elevated culinary program using traditional techniques.
·  A menu that is easy to execute and supports a great profit margin.

Our Core Values 

These five core values embody our culture, spirit and dedication to doing what’s 
right. They keep us aligned and help us make decisions about everything from 
the food we serve to the way we design our stores.

OUR CORE VALUES

1.  Keep It Real
cultivate authentic food and
relationships

2. Connect the Dots
create meaningful connections
every day from farm to patron

3. Win, Win, Win
create solutions where the
company wins, the customer
wins, the community win

4. Think Sustainably
make decisions that will last
longer than you will

5. Make an Impact
think smarter, work harder, do
it together



 BEN FORD 

Chef Ben Ford officially earned his cooking stripes at 
some of the country’s most established restaurants and 
alongside several of America’s most treasured culinary 
icons. His acclaimed restaurant concept, Ford’s Filling 
Station, is based on the fundamentals of teaching, cooking 
and foraging. 

In 1987, Ben left his hometown of Los Angeles and headed 
north to San Francisco in pursuit of culinary studies. There 
he studied at the California Culinary Academy in San 
Francisco and was schooled as a young cook in the ethos 
of using local seasonal ingredients by the country’s most 
prolific organic chef, Alice Waters, at the famed Chez 
Panisse in Berkeley. He returned to Los Angeles and 
honed his traditional French-cooking techniques as Sous 
Chef at Eberhard Mueller’s Opus in Santa Monica. After 
tenures at two seminal Los Angeles restaurants, Campanile 
and Eclipse, now “Chef” Ben, was named Executive Chef 
and created the concept for The Farm of Beverly Hills. 
There, he perfected his flavorful, earthy cuisine and 
became skilled in the operations of running a restaurant.



 BEN FORD 

In 1999, Ben realized it was time to have a project to own and develop, so he opened the restaurant, Chadwick. The local 
and seasonal high-end California-Mediterranean menu earned him rave reviews and national acclaim, including a coveted 3 
½ stars from Irene Verbilla of the Los Angeles Times in 2001, one of the first restaurants in Los Angeles to receive this high 
rating. That year Chadwick was also honored to be named Top 100 Restaurants in the World by Conde Nest and Beverly 
Hills Restaurant of the Year  Following 9/11, Ben desired a way to make his style of food more accessible to the average 
American, and launched one of the country’s first ‘gastropubs’, in Culver City in 2006. He was quickly awarded for his 
efforts with 2 ½ stars by Verbilla of the Los Angeles Times. Recognizing a lack of good food in airports, a second location 

a  launched and premiered in the Delta Terminal at LAX in 2013. The original Ford’s Filling Station closed in summer 
2014 and moved to  new location in the JW Marriott  a l n H el at L.A. Live. That same year Chef Ford authored 
his first cookbook titled, Taming the Feast: Ben Ford’s Field Guide to Adventurous Cooking

Ben is also proud to be part of the American Chef Corps, a program of the US Department of State. As Culinary 
Ambassador for the US Department of State Chef Ford has represented the US in Turkey, Republic of Georgia, Canada and 
Hong Kong. In 2016, Chef Ford received the honor of cooking for President Obama, Secretary Kerry and the leaders of the 
ten countries that make up the ASEAN alliance.

Awards & Accolades

Food Network Challenge Champion and has appeared on Iron Chef America, Today Show, Martha Stewart, After Hours with Daniel 
Boiled, Jaime Oliver’s Food Revolution, Bizarre Foods with Andrew Zimmern, Supper Club with Tom Bergeron and more. 



 THE NUMBERS 

·  Hours open from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. every day of the week
·  Projected cost of 850,000-1,000,000 per store
·  2 x sales to investment ratio
·  Average earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and

amortization (or EBITDA) margin of 21-23%
·  Store level margins of 18-20%

2X 21-23%
 sales to investment ratio average earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization


